We measured stereoscopic slant detection thresholds for surfaces slanting about a horizuntai or a vertical axis. For randomdot covered s&aces, 1.25deg uf slant was required to detect slant about a ants axis, whereas 2.1 deg of slant was required tu detect sbmt abut 8 wrtic8l mds. T&3 8nisOtrOpy could be due t0 the fact th8t Orieltt8tiOO 4#k!iptitiwt Which ~311tim kki~8tiOn about mrf8ce slant, are generally smaller for surfaces slsnting about 8 verticad 8xis. To test this possibility, slant threshuids were measured for surfaces whose orientation disparity content was manipulated ~~~~tly of the other slant i~o~~n present. When tlie magm&ude of orientatiun disparity was thesame fOr ~8~~aUti~~~ta ho~zo~81~ 8 VerticaI 8X~~~~~~O~~~~~~~ about 1.5 deg of slant to be detected; thus the anisutropy became negiigiile. In contrast, when the o~en~tion disparity content of 8 surface slanting about a vertical axis was zeru, 3-4 deg of sknt was required fur detection; thus the anisutrupy became larger. Under the conditiuns of these experiments, it appears that the visuai system utilizes o~e~tation disparities.
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INTRODUCTION
St~~o~opi~ly-de~ned surfaces which slant or curve about a horizontal axis are often perceived more readily, and have more apparent slant or curvature, than surfaces which slant or curve about a vertical axis (Wallach & Bacon, 1976; Rogers & Graham, 1983; Gillam, Flagg 62 F&day, 1984; Gillam, Chambers 4% Russo, 1988; Rogers & Cageneifo, 1989; Mitch&on & McKee, 1990; Mitchisan & Westheimer, 1990; Gillam 8z Ryan, 1992) . Although there are signif?cant individual differences in the magnitude of the effect, studies of the anisotropy have shown that surfaces containing disparities that change in a direction orthogonal to the axis joining the two eyes [i.e. in a vertical direction with ho~~ontally-oriented surfaces such as those illustrated in Fig. I(a) ] appear to have more depth than surfaces confining disparities that change in a direction parafiel to the axis joining the two eyes pig. l(b)].
This striking perceptual anisotropy is not limited to stereoscopic sutiaces. Rogers and Graham (1983) have shown that there is an analogous effect in the ~r~~o~ of surfaces defined by motion parallax and used this fact to argue for a possible similarity in the mechanisms that extract the two diflerent sources of info~ation.
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parallax surfaces is not a function of the spatial orientation of the surface per se (vertical or horizontal), but instead is a product of the spatial patterning of the velocity field. A surface slanting or curving abaut a horizontal axis (with depth changes in a vertical direction) generates a pattern of shearing motion with horizontal movements of the observer's head, white a surface slanting or curving about a vertical axis (with depth changes in a horizontal direction) generates an expansion-compression flow field (see Fig. 2 ). If the anisotropy were due to the orientation (i.e, ho~on~l or vertical) of the surface per se, then horizontally-oriented surfaces ought to be easier to see and have more apparent depth than verti~~o~e~ted surfaces whatever the underlying disparity transformation. Rogers and Graham reported instead that ve~ica~y-o~ent~ surfaces were easier to see and had more apparent depth when the observer moved his or her head vertically. With vertical head movements, the two different flow field transformations are reversed for the two difTerent surface orientations such that a vertically-oriented surface now generates a shearing flow field and a harizontally-oriented surfaoe an expansioncompression flow field (Rogers & Graham, op tit).
This result suggests that it is the expansiofi~mpr~sion pattern of relative motion that is responsible for the poorer depth-from-motion percept rather than the actual orientation of the three-dimensional surface. The equivalent experiment for stereoscopic surfaces is necessarily impossible, but Rogers and Graham
